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ABSTRACT

Formatting is an important property in tables for visualization,
presentation, and analysis. Spreadsheet software allows users to
automatically format their tables by writing data-dependent condi-
tional formatting (CF) rules. Writing such rules is often challenging
for users as it requires understanding and implementing the un-
derlying logic. We present FormaT5, a transformer-based model
that can generate a CF rule given the target table and a natural
language description of the desired formatting logic. We find that
user descriptions for these tasks are often under-specified or am-
biguous, making it harder for code generation systems to accurately
learn the desired rule in a single step. To tackle this problem of
under-specification and minimise argument errors, FormaT5 learns
to predict placeholders though an abstention objective. These place-
holders can then be filled by a second model or, when examples of
rows that should be formatted are available, by a programming-by-
example system. To evaluate FormaT5 on diverse and real scenarios,
we create an extensive benchmark of 1053 CF tasks, containing real-
world descriptions collected from four different sources. We release
our benchmarks to encourage research in this area. Abstention and
filling allow FormaT5 to outperform 8 different neural approaches
on our benchmarks, both with and without examples. Our results
illustrate the value of building domain-specific learning systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Conditional formatting (CF) allows users to automatically format
data by writing rules that describe when specific formatting styles
should be applied to cells. CF is commonly used for data analysis
and presentation, and is supported by spreadsheet software (like
Microsoft Excel and Google Sheets), data analysis software (like
Pandas), and data visualization software (like Tableau).

A recent analysis [46] shows that CF is present in 18% of spread-
sheets from two popular public corpora [3, 16]. Unfortunately, users
struggle to write CF rules as it requires knowledge of the underly-
ing data logic and rule language. The aim of FormaT5 is to allow
users to go from their intended formatting to a CF rule that achieves

this formatting as intuitively as possible. We therefore study how to
obtain CF rules from natural language descriptions of the desired
formatting (utterances).

Example 1. An example table and the intended formatting is

shown in Figure 1 (a). Logical conjunction and string comparison

are required to write the rule. Our system takes the table (a) and the

natural language instruction (b) and generates the rule (c).

An important challenge in parsing utterances is inferring con-
stant values required in rules. Recent work has explored learning
formatting rules by example [46]. We show how these comple-
mentary forms of intent—natural language and examples—can be
combined to learn rules with the correct constants.

Our approach, called FormaT5, uses an encoder-decoder trans-
former to generate the rule from a flat representation of the input
data (table, utterance). There are three main challenges: (1) teaching
the model link tabular data with code, (2) using examples when
appropriate, and (3) obtaining training data. We now describe how
we tackle these challenges.
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Figure 1: A real conditional formatting task from an Excel

tutorial. (a) shows the table with an optionally highlighted

row (as a single example) that should be formatted, (b) is a

natural language utterance for the desired formatting rule,

(c) is the target formatting rule, which would also correctly

color Student 4’s row.

To address the first challenge, FormaT5 first learns to relate
tabular data and code in a pre-training step, and then learns to
incorporate natural language in a fine-tuning step. Text-to-code
systems [21, 37, 44] often ignore the data programs are meant
to execute on (typically due to lack of availability). Table models
[23, 53] have been developed to answer natural language questions
over tables, but are not trained on code. SpreadsheetCoder [7] or
FORTAP [9] encode table data to generate formulas, but do not
include natural language.

To address the second challenge—using examples and learning
when examples are required—we allow the model to generate place-
holder tokens in the predicted rule and use a separate approach
to populate the placeholders. An abstention loss objective teaches
the model to only predict placeholders when tokens cannot be
inferred from the utterance and table information. Based on the
available information, we either use a separate model to generate
constant values (given utterance only) or adapt the example-based
rule learning system from Cornet [46] to generate plausible candi-
dates (given utterance and examples).

To address the third challenge, we use pre-trained large language
models (Codex and GPT-3) to bootstrap training examples from a
few manually annotated code snippets. Additionally, pre-training
on table and rule pairs and then fine-tuning themodel to incorporate
natural language (see the first challenge) allows us to leverage the
availability of large amounts of rules without natural language
utterances, as opposed to the comparatively small amount of rules
with utterances.

To evaluate FormaT5, we gather 1053 tasks from four different
sources (crowdsourced annotation, Stack Overflow posts, online
tutorials, and sampled spreadsheets we annotate). Each task consists
of an utterance, a table and a formatting rule. We release these
benchmarks to encourage future research in this area.

We compare FormaT5 to a wide range of neural baselines, in-
cluding text models, text-to-code models, table models and a table-
to-code model. Our experiments show that FormaT5 outperforms
the next best system by 2.4–10.3% using an exact match criterion,

depending on the type of task. We also demonstrate the effective-
ness of some design choices, including placeholder insertions, pre-
training objectives, and constrained decoding [37].

Learning conditional formatting rules is related to row selection
and learning database queries (like SQL) from natural language,
but there are three key differences. First, conditional formatting
allows specialized formatting operators (such as data bar, colour
scale and icon sets). Second, natural language utterances in the
conditional formatting domain are often underspecified. Third, con-
ditional formatting formulas are focused on (aggregate) numerical
properties and specific string properties (like prefixes and suffixes).
Specializing to these, FormaT5 avoids a more complex search space
and can learn from few (or no) user-provided examples.

We make the following contributions:
• We present FormaT5, a CF rule generation system trained

on code, natural language and tables.
• We construct a benchmark set of 1053 table formatting

problems from various sources and of varying difficulty.
We release this benchmark for future research.

• We carry out an extensive evaluation against existing text-
to-code and table models, showing that FormaT5 outper-
forms prior approaches across our benchmark tasks, both
without and with examples.

2 RELATEDWORK

Table Formatting. Despite its popularity, there is little work on
generating table formatting rules. [46] proposes Cornet, a system
that learns table formatting rules by examples. Our work is com-
plementary, as it focuses on natural language and uses examples
sparingly—when there is ambiguity in the utterance. CellGAN [13]
focuses on borders and alignment of cells to learn hierarchical head-
ers and data groups in tables. It uses an end-to-end approach to
learn formatting directly from a large number of formatted sheets.
Other work [8, 24, 30] focuses on formatting cells based on table
structure (like headers and partitions) and cell sizes. Neither of
these approaches focus on conditional formatting rules.

Text-to-Code Systems. A substantial body of work has explored
the use of transformer-based models for general code tasks. For
example, CodeBERT (BERT), CodeT5 (T5) and Codex (GPT-3) have
been fine-tuned for text-to-code tasks for multiple domains includ-
ing SQL, pandas and Python. In our work, we use a similar (T5)
approach to learn to generate conditional formatting rules, but we
also consider the input table in addition to the utterance.

Comparison to Text-to-SQL. CF rules are related to row selection
and may seem similar to query languages like SQL. However, three
key differences. First, CF supports specialized formatting operators
(such as data bar, colour scale and icon sets [14]) that account for
24.35% of our corpus of 410K rules – these are unsupported by
traditional text-to-SQL systems [37, 44]. Simply fine-tuning text-to-
SQL methods on our dataset, which includes these new operators,
does not solve the challenge as we demonstrate experimentally.
Second, utterances in CF are often under-specified and ambiguous,
for example, an utterance may simply state to “highlight” rows
but not specify the stylistic properties. FormaT5 introduces ab-
stention along with learning from examples as a complementary



modality to tackle these underspecified utterances. Third, condi-
tional formatting formulas are not as complicated as general where
clauses in SQL. For example, we found that many conditions in
formatting are focused on (aggregate) numerical properties and
specific string properties (like prefixes and suffixes) [46], while
SQL where clauses can include general subqueries. Specializing
FormaT5 to conditional formatting allows us to avoid a more com-
plex search space and learn from few (or no) user-provided ex-
amples. Despite these differences, because row selection (SQL) is
a related problem, our evaluation considers 5 text-to-SQL base-
lines: TAPAS[23], TaBERT[53], ValueNet[5], PICARD[44] (which
achieved state-of-the-art top-1 execution accuracy on the Spider
benchmark), and Synchromesh[37]. FormaT5’s results demonstrate
the value of building domain-specific learning system for the task
of conditional formatting.

Learning Queries for Databases. In the field of databases, initial
efforts to create natural language based systems involved ontolo-
gies, intermediate languages, and various heuristics for selecting
join paths [27, 43, 45]. However, with the emergence of transformer
models [48], the process of adding such capabilities to databases has
become simpler. The Spider leaderboard [2] presents a comparison
of machine learning-based approaches for text-to-SQL conversion,
which are evaluated based on the Spider dataset [54]. These ap-
proaches can be broadly classified into three categories: customized
ML models like ValueNet [5], pre-trained language models such as
GPT-3 [37, 38], and fine-tuned large language models [44, 49].

Generating Placeholders. Learning to insert placeholders has pre-
viously been found to improve code completion [19]. We use a
similar approach to insert placeholders in rules when the utterance
is underspecified or the model fails to learn. We show how these
placeholders can be resolved by a dedicated deep learning model
or a symbolic programming-by-example approach.

Learning over Tables. Table transformer models like TaBERT
[53], TAPAS [23] and TAPEX [31] learn a joint representation of
table data and query, and use this to predict the answer of a query.
These systems are designed to extract answers from tables in the
form of individual cells or aggregation over a range of cells. These
systems are not designed for code generation. TUTA [50] is another
table pre-training system that uses tree-based attention to encode
tables and has been fine tuned for table type classification and cell
type classification tasks. [35] performs data tasks like cleaning and
imputation by framing these as natural language tasks over tables.
They extend foundation models for data tasks by serializing tables
and framing data tasks into Yes and No text generation prompts.

Programming By Example. FormaT5 integrates NL-based gener-
ation with programming-by-example (PBE). PBE has been popu-
larized by the likes of FlashFill and FlashExtract [18, 26]. FlashFill
learns string transformation programs from few input-output ex-
amples while FlashExtract is a general framework for tabular data
extraction by examples. Because of their ease of use, they have been
integrated into commercial software—FlashFill and FlashExtract are
available in Excel. Popper [10] is another popular inductive logic
programming (ILP) framework for learning programs by specifying
examples and constraints. [46] is recent work that uses PBE to learn
CF rules. FormaT5 can use a PBE system (such as Cornet) to fill

the placeholders inserted when the utterance is underspecified or
the model fails to learn.

Multi-modal Synthesis. Recent work in code generation has ex-
plored combining NL and examples to design multimodal systems.
[51] provides examples to LLM in the prompt while [40] uses NL to
generate components with an LLM and then uses bottom-up synthe-
sis to generate programs. In contrast to these, FormaT5 uses NL to
learn a partial program that has placeholders for under-specification
or ambiguity, leveraging examples or a second NL-based value fill-
ing model to fill these holes, generating the complete program.

3 PRELIMINARIES

A CF task consists of the input table 𝑇 , an utterance 𝑄 , optionally
some examples 𝐸 and the target formatting rule 𝑅. Given input
(𝑇,𝑄, 𝐸) the goal is to find 𝑅.

The input table 𝑇 consists of a collection of columns that are
described by their header and data (list of cells). Each cell has a value
and type, where the type is one of date, number or string. We define
the type of the column as the most general type in the column,
where string ⊃ number ⊃ date. For example, a column where cells
have type number or type date has column type number.

Examples 𝐸 are given in the form of a (possibly empty) list of row
indices where each example is treated as a positive instance—the
given example is expected to be formatted by the correct rule.

Rules 𝑅 consist of logical propositions that are evaluated at the
level of the row—a rule cannot partially format a row.

4 FORMAT5

FormaT5 builds on the encoder–decoder architecture of T5, which
has been shown to be effective for code generation and code under-
standing [39]. We pre-train FormaT5 on (𝑇 , 𝑅) tuples without an NL
utterance—of which we have an abundance—and then fine-tuned
on (𝑇 , 𝑅, 𝑄) triples—which are harder to obtain.

4.1 Encoding 𝑇 , 𝑅 and 𝑄

We encode the table and rule by building a flat, textual representa-
tion and then using the T5 tokenizer. Rather than encode the whole
table, we represent it with its headers and column type informa-
tion.1 Columns are encoded from left to right and concatenated by a
[COL] separator token. For example, the table in Figure 1 is flattened
to “Name string [COL] Marks number [COL] ID string”.
All special tokens (between square brackets) are added as special
tokens to the tokenizer.

A rule is interpreted as a string according to the Excel syntax,
with boolean connectives in prefix notation (AND(a, b)). The ut-
terance is directly provided to the T5 tokenizer. The table and
utterance are joined by a [SEP] token.

4.2 Pre-training on 𝑇 and 𝑅

We gather a large corpus of 410K table and rule pairs from a collec-
tion of public Excel worksheets. These pairs do not have a natural
language utterance, so we use them to pre-train FormaT5 on the
following objectives.

1Experiments show that including data values does not improve performance–see
Table 7.



Figure 2: FormaT5 architecture summary. Given a natural language description and the associated table, FormaT5 uses an

abstention based generation that generates a sketch rule that can have holes for constants. In the value filling step, these holes

are filled using examples, when available or using an NL-only model that leverages the original description. In this case, the

user provided a single row as an example (Student 2) and the generated rule correctly colors remaining rows (Student 4).

Figure 3: FormaT5’s pre-training tasks: (1) two variants of Mask Span Prediction—recover (a) masked proposition names and (b)

masked arguments and column names; (2) Rule token type tagging—predict the indices representing different classes {0: syntax

tokens, 1: proposition name, 2: column name, 3: argument}; (3) Table schema prediction—recover the table schema.

Masked Span Prediction (MSP). We use two variations of the
masked span prediction (MSP) objective during pre-training, which
has been shown to be effective for sequence-to-sequence tasks [25]
like code generation [17]. In one variant, we randomly mask 50% of
tokens associated with proposition names (like TextStartsWith). In
the other variant, we randomly mask 50% of tokens associated with
proposition arguments (constants or references to table column
names). As usual in generative models, masked tokens are predicted
by teaching the model to generate (mask token, replacement) pairs.
This is shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b).

Rule Token Type Tagging. We adapt the identifier prediction ob-
jective [49] to predict the type of each token in a tokenized rule.
Possible types are proposition name, proposition arguments, col-
umn types and syntax tokens (like parentheses and quotes). A clas-
sification head is added to the encoder and we train with standard
cross entropy loss. This is shown in Figure 3 (2).

Table Schema Prediction. Given a rule, we task the model with
generating the table schema for the columns that it references.
The schema generated corresponds to (column name, column type)
tuples. This is shown in Figure 3 (3).

4.3 Bootstrapping Data

As conditional formatting rules with natural language utterance
annotations are scarce, we generate synthetic data using Codex
(code-davinci-002) [6] and GPT-3.5 (text-davinci-003) [4]. First, we
use Codex (code-davinci-002) to translate rules into utterances, and
then we use GPT-3.5 (text-davinci-003) to paraphrase the utter-
ances. Bootstrapping training data using language models [32] and
paraphrasing for diversity has been studied in prior work [22, 33].

We collected 50 rules that jointly contain at least one instance
of each proposition name from the rule language. We annotate
each rule with an associated natural language utterance. We then
prompt Codex to generate utterances for rules without an utterance
by using examples from the manually annotated set. We provide 3
examples which are selected using cosine similarity over CodeBERT
[15] embeddings of the rules.

We find that even with multiple runs at a high temperature,
the generated utterances lack diversity and have similar sentence
structure for rules that use the same propositions. To induce more
diversity in our dataset, we use GPT-3.5 to paraphrase the utterances
that were originally generated by Codex.

We find that the paraphrased queries are much more diverse
and realistic. After annotation and paraphrasing, we finally are



able to generate a total of 105K (𝑇,𝑄, 𝑅) triples. These are used for
fine-tuning FormaT5 and all baselines.

4.4 Fine-tuning on 𝑇 , 𝑅 and 𝑄 with Abstention

We describe teaching FormaT5 to insert placeholders using the
abstention loss objective and describe the fine tuning process.

4.4.1 Abstention Loss. We want to teach FormaT5 to predict a
placeholder rather than an incorrect token. During generation, For-
maT5 may be unable to capture parts of the intended 𝑅, either
due to under-specification in 𝑄 or because of the model fails to
learn. Code generation with placeholders over grammars by re-
inforcement learning was previously also used to generate code
completion sketches [19].

Example 2. Given the utterance “Highlight the students who
have middle school ID and have scored above Average” from Ex-

ample 1, the rule generation model struggles to identify the constant

associated with “middle school ID” without further user information.

We address this issue by extending the vocabulary with a special
[?] token that represents a placeholder in the rule which needs to be
filled. However, we cannot train such amodel in a supervised setting
as our training data does not have these [?] tokens. One solution to
this is to use a weighted cross-entropy loss and reduce the weight
of [?] tokens, such that the loss penalizes incorrect predictions
more heavily as compared to [?] predictions. The modified loss
𝐿ℎ (simplified for a single placeholder) is shown below with 𝛼

controlling the penalty for placeholder generation.

𝐿ℎ = −(1 − 𝛼)
(
𝑡≠ℎ∑︁
𝑡 ∈𝑇

𝑦𝑡 log(𝑝𝑡 )
)
− 𝛼 · log(𝑝ℎ) (1)

This appears to solve the problem, but it has two major limita-
tions: (1) with this loss the model produces a lot more false-positive
placeholders, and (2) it is difficult to tune the parameter 𝛼 .

To address these issues, we employ the abstention loss objective
introduced for standard multi-class classification in [47]. For each
token 𝑐𝑖 in the rule, this objective combines a standard cross-entropy
loss function and the modified abstention loss

𝐿 (𝑖 ) = (𝑃 (𝑐h ) − 1) log
(

𝑃 (𝑐𝑖 )
1 − 𝑃 (𝑐h )

)
+ 𝛼 log

(
1

1 − 𝑃 (𝑐h )

)
,

where 𝑐h = [?] and 𝑃 (·) denotes the token probability from the
model. The first term computes a modified cross-entropy loss (re-
normalized for non-placeholder token probabilitymass) andweights
it by the complement of the placeholder probability. The second
term computes a placeholder penalty adjusted by a factor 𝛼 .

Example 3. Given the utterance “Highlight the students who have

middle school ID and have scored above Average,” FormaT5 with

abstention generates a rule

And(GreaterThan(Average("Marks")), TextContains([?]))

with a (single) placeholder [?].

4.4.2 Fine-tuning FormaT5. We fine-tune FormaT5 on the 105K
bootstrapped samples. We use an Adam optimizer with a constant
learning rate of 1𝑒 − 3. We train for 100 epochs over batches of 32
samples. We set the maximum sequence length of the model to 128

Figure 4: Input and target for value filling model used for

filling placeholders. The value filling task is implemented as

a mask span prediction where the placeholders in the rule

sketch are the masks that the model needs to predict.

and use the standard T5 [PAD] token to fill batches. We use the
same tuning procedure described in [47] to set a value for 𝛼 during
training by starting from 0 and linearly ramping up the value of 𝛼 .
This ensures that the model learns abstention only for cases that
need them and the regular training is not affected. We also explored
replacing T5 with BART and found similar performance.

4.5 Filling placeholders

To fill placeholders, we distinguish between the cases where exam-
ples are not available and when examples are available.

4.5.1 Without examples. When examples are not provided, we
reuse FormaT5 with standard cross-entropy loss (without place-
holders) in a mask span prediction setting. The input contains the
NL utterance, table schema, and the rule with placeholders replaced
by [MASK] tokens. Figure 4 shows an example input and target for
the model. We show that first learning a sketch and then populating
placeholders performs better than directly predicting the whole
rule without placeholders in Section 7.3.

4.5.2 With examples. When examples are available, we leverage
the Cornet system for learning CF rules by examples [46]. In
summary, Cornet (1) clusters a column to obtain positive, negative
and soft negative examples, (2) iteratively learns decision trees on
those clustered examples, and (3) ranks the learned decision trees.
Each decision tree corresponds to one CF rule, where each node
corresponds to one predicate. FormaT5 uses the same three steps to
learn CF rules from the given examples, but constrains the learned
decision trees to match the generated sketch. To do this efficiently,
the rule with placeholders is converted to a decision tree with
placeholders in nodes and these placeholders are populated—using
Cornet predicate generation—to maximize the splitting criterion.
Note that both FormaT5 andCornet can explicitly state a grammar
and can be made fully compatible.

Example 4. Figure 2 shows a column with highlighted cell and an

utterance. FormaT5 first generates a rule with a placeholder:

And(GreaterThan(Average("Marks")), TextContains([?]))



The associated decision tree with placeholders is shown in Figure 5. We

only need to compute the splitting criterion over Cornet predicates

for one node to complete the tree with TextContains(“Mid”).

Figure 5: Example of a Cornet decision tree, where nodes

contain CF predicates, with a placeholder in a node. To learn

the split for this node, we only need to consider the predicate

generation step of TextContains over the Id column.

4.6 Constrained Semantic Decoding

To generate syntactically valid rules that can be successfully exe-
cuted, we use constrained semantic decoding [37, 44]. During the
decoding process, we verify that (1) the predicted token satisfies
the rule grammar, (2) that any column references are present in
the table and have the appropriate type for their proposition, and
(3) that placeholders are only generated for argument tokens (i.e.
constants). Figure 6 shows how the grammar and table schema
constrain the possible next tokens for the prefix of a rule.

Figure 6: CSD of formatting rules for a prefix

And(TextContains(ID, “Mid”), LessThan(. The only possible

extension is Marks, as LessThan is a numerical operation

andMarks is the only number column in the schema.

5 BASELINES

AsNL-to-CF is a new problem,we adapted various systems designed
for code generation or table conditioned tasks. These baselines
were chosen by considering the state-of-the-art systems from three
different categories: code generation models (like Codex and T5),
constrained generation models (like Synchromesh and PICARD)
and table based models (like TAPAS and TaBERT). Five of the eight

baselines approaches (TAPAS, TaBERT, ValueNet, PICARD, Syn-
chromesh) have been used for text-to-SQL. Of these, PICARD is
state-of-the-art on the popular Spider dataset [54]. We report top-1
results for FormaT5 and all baselines.

5.1 Code Generation

We fine-tune T5-base, CodeT5-large and CodeT5+ (770M) on our
data, and use GPT-3.5 variants in a few-shot setting.

5.1.1 T5, CodeT5, CodeT5+. T5 is the base model of FormaT5 and
uses an encoder-decoder architecture. CodeT5/CodeT5+ also use T5
as the base model and pre-train on code generation and understand-
ing tasks. We train T5, CodeT5, and CodeT5+ to generate formatting
rules from (utterance, table) pairs. The input is the same as that of
FormaT5 fine-tuning (Section 4.4). The models are optimized on
standard cross-entropy loss with Adam optimizer at 1𝑒−4 learning
rate for 100 epochs.

5.1.2 GPT Variants. We use multiple variants of GPT-3.5 [1]: code-
davinci-002, text-davinci-003, and gpt-3.5-turbo. We use all in a few-
shot setting. For each test, we select five examples from the training
corpus based on cosine similarity of SentenceBERT [41] embedding
over the NL utterance. We evaluated using temperature values
between 0 to 1 with a step size of 0.1 and report the best result. All
other parameters are set at their default value.

5.1.3 CodeLlama and StarCoder. We use the pre-trained versions
of CodeLlama [42] and StarCoder [29] in a few-shot setting. We
use the inference as described in the documentation at [52].

5.2 Constrained Generation

Synchromesh, PICARD and ValueNet [5] are three popular con-
strained generation systems trained for text-to-SQL.

5.2.1 Synchromesh. Synchromesh [37] uses Codex but enhances
it with the addition of target-sample-tuning (TST) and constrained
semantic decoding (CSD). We fine-tune TST using mean-pooled
CodeBERT embeddings [15]. The CSD architecture is the same as
the one described in Section 4.6. We use Synchromesh in a few-shot
setting using the same prompt template as Codex (Section 5.1.2).

5.2.2 PICARD. PICARD [44] is a constrained decoding system that
improves the generations of large language models when generat-
ing syntactically structured information like code. We use PICARD
with T5, as done by the original authors. The training of T5 is the
same as described in Section 4.4. The constrained decoding does
not need training as its used at inference

5.2.3 ValueNet. ValueNet [5] is an end-to-end system for gener-
ating SQL queries from natural language specifications. ValueNet
leverages full table information by extracting relevant value can-
didates from the table, and a syntax based decoding to generate
SQL queries. We fine-tune ValueNet end-to-end for our conditional
formatting rule generation task.

5.3 Table Based

TaBERT [53] and TAPAS [23] are models trained for table question-
answering, and thus capture properties about tables and natural



language. SpreadSheetCoder [7] is a predictive formula generation
model that generates formulas from table context.

5.3.1 TAPAS and TaBERT. TAPAS and TaBERT are table encod-
ing models pre-trained for question answering over tables. Since
these models are not generative and only produce an encoding,
we add a decoder on top of these to convert these to an encoder-
decoder model. TAPAS produces joint table and query embedding,
so we directly pass that to a decoder. TaBERT produces separate
embeddings, one each for the query and the table, which need to
be concatenated before passing to the decoder. We tried different
setting for number of decoders and attention heads in each decoder,
and report results for the best performing model.

5.3.2 SpreadsheetCoder. SpreadsheetCoder [7] is a predictive Ex-
cel formula generation model that uses contextual information,
like table headers and neighbouring values, to suggest formulas
for cells. Since it only takes as input a table, we adapt the table to
include the utterance by adding a dummy column whose header is
the utterance. We then predict the formula for the first cell in the
dummy column and train this model end-to-end.

6 EVALUATION SETUP

We first describe the system specifications used for carrying out
experiments, benchmark statistics, and evaluation metrics.

6.1 Hardware Specifications

All experiments and studies have been carried out using Python
(version 3.8.7). The system used to run the experiments uses an
Intel Core i7 processor (base at 1.8 GHz) along with a K80 GPU, a
64-bit operating system, and 32 GB RAM. FormaT5 took 12 hours to
pre-train and 6 hours to fine-tune on our dataset. We implemented
FormaT5 using the HuggingFace transformers library [52] on
top of pytorch [36] and the existing Cornet PBE system [46].

6.2 Benchmarks

We collect benchmarks from a variety of sources to capture the di-
verse nature of CF rules and perform a domain-agnostic evaluation.
Instruct Excel (IE) Priorwork [34] crowdsourced 5K Excel spread-

sheets where annotators were asked to perform operations
of their choice (like formatting, pivoting and plotting) and
provide a description of the operations. Out of the 5K col-
lected tasks, 660 involved conditional formatting. We took
the associated workbook and NL description for these.

StackOverflow (SO) We scraped 1K posts on formatting data in
spreadsheets which had an accepted answer. We filter out
posts not requiring conditional formatting rules. For re-
maining posts we use the NL description and associated
table to write the ground truth CF rule. After removing
duplicate rules, we get 125 tasks. For posts that do not have
tables, we generate tables aligned with the post description.

Tutorials (T) We collected 33 URLs containing blogs, tutorials,
quizzes and help pages on how to use conditional for-
matting rules in Excel. We extracted NL descriptions and
ground truth rules, and generated tables that align with
those in the tutorial. After rule deduplication, we end up
with 117 tasks.

Annotated (A) We randomly sampled a subset of 100 spreadsheets
with at least 1 CF rule from our corpus of public spread-
sheets. We manually annotate these rules with NL utter-
ances by describing the formatted table without looking at
the rule. This gives us 151 tasks.

To characterize the number of columns used in a CF rule and the
number of columns in the associated table, we label tasks with a
tuple (𝑅,𝑇 ), where 𝑅 denotes the number of columns in the CF rule
and𝑇 the number of columns in the table. 𝑅 (and𝑇 ) can take values
of 𝑆 , for single, and𝑀 , for multiple. With this, we label benchmark
tasks as one of three categories: (S, S), (S, M), and (M, M). We classify
benchmark tasks into these three subcategories in Table 1.

Table 1: Properties of benchmark tasks.Rows ismeannumber

of rows in table, Cols is mean number of columns in Rule

(R) and Table (T). Tasks denote the number of tasks broken

by task type (𝑅,𝑇 ), where 𝑅 denotes columns in rule and

𝑇 denotes columns in table, which can be 𝑆 (single) or 𝑀

(multiple). Depth is the AST rule depth in our grammar.

Source Tasks Rows Cols Depth

(𝑆, 𝑆) (𝑆,𝑀) (𝑀,𝑀) R T

IE 97 524 39 172.6 1.3 11.4 1.4
SO 54 39 32 34.7 4.1 5.7 2.3
T 4 67 46 39.5 3.2 8.6 2.7
A 47 92 12 143.2 1.9 13.6 1.5
Total 202 722 129 67.2 1.9 10.7 2.1

6.3 Evaluation Metrics

We consider three metrics: sketch, exact, and execution match.
Sketch match is an argument agnostic match between the generated
and ground truth rule, equivalent to comparing abstract syntax
trees and ignoring leaf nodes. Sketch match aims to evaluate the
structure of the generated rule and is a popular metric in code
generation systems [7]. Exact match is a syntactic match between
the generated and ground truth rule, with tolerance for differences
arising from white space and alternative argument order. Execution
match consists of executing two rules and comparing the produced
formattings—there is an execution match if the formattings are
identical. Execution match captures the fact that different rules
can produce the same formatting outcomes. This distinction be-
tween exact and execution match is also made in the text-to-code
domain [44].

Example 5. because they are equivalent after removing spaces

and swapping (equivalent) argument order, Or(Equals(Value, 10),

Equals(Value, 20)) and Or(Equals(Value, 20), Equals(Value, 10)) are

an exact match. On the other hand, TextStartsWith(Code, "D12") and

TextContains(Code, "D12") are not an exact match because the rules

are not equivalent. These may be an execution match if the Code

column only has "D12" at the start of values.

7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We perform experiments to evaluate the performance of FormaT5
and answer the following research questions:



Table 2: Comparison of FormaT5 with baselines on the task of NL based rule generation. We report sketch (SM), exact (EM) and

execution match (ExM) of the generated rules for the different task categories. “Model” column denotes the underlying base

model used by the system. FormaT5 outperforms all baselines in sketch, execution and exact rule match.

System description (S,S) (S,M) (M,M)

Method Model Param EM SM ExM EM SM ExM EM SM ExM

T5 T5 770M 74.8 86.8 77.7 63.3 84.7 70.9 48.9 68.2 54.6
CodeT5 T5 770M 75.4 88.0 78.0 65.1 83.8 72.5 50.4 69.3 55.8
CodeT5+ T5 770M 75.6 88.1 78 65.3 83.8 72.4 50.9 70.5 56.4
code-davinci-002 GPT-3.5 175B 68.5 82.1 70.8 62.9 79.7 70.4 45.1 62.4 50.8
text-davinci-003 GPT-3.5 175B 68.7 82.4 71.5 62.9 79.8 70.6 45.7 62.8 52.1
gpt-3.5-turbo GPT-3.5 Unknown 67.9 81.8 71.2 61.4 79.2 70.1 44.8 61.9 50.5
CodeLlama Llama 2 7B 65.6 78.2 70.1 60.1 77.9 69.1 41.3 57.5 48.2
StarCoder GPT-2 15.5B 65.8 78.3 70.4 60.3 78.2 69.8 41.5 57.8 48.5

PICARD T5 770M 75.8 88.7 78.3 67.4 85.6 75.0 52.4 73.5 58.2
Synchromesh GPT-3 175B 74.5 87.5 76.9 66.0 83.5 73.3 50.9 69.8 56.7
ValueNet BERT 110M 71.4 79.9 73.9 60.4 74.8 67.6 42.4 63.2 47.9

TAPAS BERT 110M 73.3 84.7 75.5 65.2 72.6 72.4 43.4 62.6 49.0
TaBERT BERT 110M 69.6 81.5 72.6 61.6 70.9 68.5 41.8 60.5 47.3
SpreadsheetCoder BERT 110M 46.7 52.4 47.5 32.4 37.8 33.9 21.3 26.7 23.4

FormaT5 T5 770M 78.2 90.7 81.2 70.7 86.2 78.0 58.6 79.5 64.3

Q1. Can FormaT5 generate CF rules from table and utterance?
Yes, FormaT5 scores 2.4–6.2 points higher (exactmatch)

than the second best baselines.

Q2. Are additional examples useful when generating rules?
Yes, providing one and two examples increases the

exact match of FormaT5 by 7% and 9% respectively.

Q3. Does FormaT5 appropriately insert placeholders when gen-
erating rules with abstention?
Yes, 97.6% of arguments correctly predicted without

placeholders are still correct with placeholders, and

90.8% of arguments incorrectly predictedwithout place-

holders are correctly predicted as placeholders.

Q4. Do pre-training & constrained decoding improve FormaT5?
Yes, both pre-training objective and constrained de-

coding improve exact match performance by +.5%.

We also perform a case study on supporting rule grammars in
other spreadsheet systems (CS1).

7.1 Generation from Utterances and Tables (Q1)

Table 2 presents the results of FormaT5 and baselines on the bench-
marks. FormaT5 outperforms all baselines on sketch, exact and
execution match accuracy. We use the value filling model without
examples (section-4.5.1) to fill placeholders.

Pre-training on rules and tables lets FormaT5 leverage table
semantics more than text-to-code models (CodeT5, Codex). Con-
strained generation attempts to capture these table semantics dur-
ing generation. While PICARD is better than other text-to-code
models, it performsworse than FormaT5, which learns these seman-
tics during training rather than only impose them during decoding.

Table querying models like TAPAS and TaBERT perform worse
than all other baselines. Even though these models consider full
table information in their encoding, they are not trained to generate
code and perform poorly at a generation task.

All models have a relatively high sketch accuracy compared to
full match or execution match accuracy. Systems are better at pre-
dicting the right rule structure and are struggling more in picking
the correct arguments This is mainly due to (1) underspecification
in utterances and (2) LLM-based code generation models struggle
with arguments, as described in [5].

7.1.1 Success Case of FormaT5. We look at cases where FormaT5
is able to generate the correct rule and baselines systems are not. We
find that these are mostly where FormaT5 is able to extract infor-
mation better from tables and abstention allows it to fill ambiguous
arguments more accurately in a second step. Figure 7 shows an
example from the benchmarks where the user wanted to highlight
passengers flying to Mumbai who are not wearing a mask. The
correct rule for this is AND(TextEquals("Destination”,
"Mumbai”), TextEquals("Wearing Mask?”, "No”)).
FormaT5 is able to generate the correct rule with just the NL ut-
terance. TAPAS and TaBERT get the sketch wrong as they miss
the condition that the passenger is not wearing a mask. CodeT5
gets the column name wrong and uses a numeric rule on a text
type column. Synchromesh and PICARD get the structure right
but get the arguments wrong, by predicting False instead of No.
FormaT5 does not make this mistake as it can leverage the column
name “Wearing Mask?" to predict No as the argument for the rule.

7.1.2 Failure Case of FormaT5. While FormaT5 consistently out-
performs baselines, there are a few caseswhere Codex learns the cor-
rect rule and FormaT5 does not. For example, given a query “Color

all rows with a successful and valid return code”, Codex generates
the rule Equals(Codes, 200) whereas FormaT5 generates Equals(Codes,
100). Since Codex is trained on much more data (over 1B lines of
code) it knows 200 is the successful return code in HTTP responses.

7.1.3 Effect of Rule Complexity. We study the effect of rule com-
plexity on performance by analyzing exact match as a function



Figure 7: Example case where FormaT5 learns the correct rule but baselines fail.

Figure 8: Example case where Codex learns the correct rule

but FormaT5 fails. This is due to the fact that FormaT5 is a

much smaller model (770M) compared to Codex (175B) and

doesn’t relate successful response code to 200

of rule length (number of non-syntax tokens) and number of ar-
guments in the rule. Figure 9 shows FormaT5 and the next best
baseline system (PICARD). As expected, exact match declines with
longer rules and rules with more arguments. FormaT5 outperforms
the next best system across length and argument counts.

7.1.4 Inference Time and Memory Consumption. We also evaluate
the time and memory required by each system for inferring the
formatting rule. Table 3 shows the average time taken, disk space
used and GPU memory allocated, to predict a rule for FormaT5 and
baselines. Codex and Synchromesh are not included in this table
because these models are only available via APIs and we cannot run
them locally. FormaT5 uses T5 as the underlying model and hence
the time and memory consumption are comparable to CodeT5.
TAPAS and TaBERT uses a smaller model with 110M parameters
and are thus faster and more lightweight. However, these models
are limited in their learning capabilities. PICARD is the slowest out
of these as its constrained decoding is expensive as noted in [44].

7.2 Generation with Examples (Q2)

We employ two different strategies to integrate examples in our
baselines. Chain generates the rule in two steps: first generate the
sketch using the utterance and then predict values for the sketch
using utterance and examples. This strategy has been shown to be
successful for query generation [28]. Both the sketch generation
and the value filling step use the same baseline architecture and are
fine tuned separately. Examples in Prompt directly adds examples
in prompt. These are encoded along with the utterance and table,
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Figure 9: Exact rule match (EM) across all benchmarks of

FormaT5 and best performing baseline (PICARD) plotted

against rule length and number of arguments (without ex-

amples). Performance drops as rules become more complex,

but FormaT5 is consistently better.

separated by a [SEP] token. We fine tune the systems by augment-
ing the data with examples obtained from ground truth execution.
To ensure that the generated rule satisfies the given examples, we
generate 50 rules via beam search and take the highest ranked rule
satisfying the examples.

Table 4 shows results with utterance and a single example for
FormaT5 and the best performing example strategy for each base-
line system. All systems perform better compared to only using
natural language utterances (Table 2). FormaT5 benefits the most
from using examples and achieves the highest increase in perfor-
mance (+7.3% versus +3.2% for PICARD).

Figure 10 shows the average exact match accuracy for FormaT5
and PICARD over 25 shuffled runs for an increasing number of
examples. FormaT5 is generally able to learn the correct rule with
just 2 examples—further examples provide diminishing returns.

Figure 11 shows a breakdown of FormaT5 results with a single
example based on (a) type of rule and (b) number of placeholders in
the rule (before filling). We find that text rules have the biggest im-
provement with examples and numeric rules have the smallest. This
is consistent with the observation made in Cornet that numeric
rules are harder to generate by example due to possibly infinite
space of arguments. Rules with more placeholders are harder to
complete with few examples.



Table 3: Table comparing rule inference time in milliseconds,

model disk space in megabytes and GPU memory used in

megabytes, averaged over all benchmarks for FormaT5 and

baselines with comparable size (< 1B parameters). Codex and

Synchromesh are not included since these models can only

be accessed via API and not run locally. FormaT5 has com-

parable inference time and memory usage to other systems.

System #param Time(ms) Disk(MB) Memory(MB)

CodeT5 770M 1632.4 897.3 914.5

PICARD 770M 1896 901.3 918.7
ValueNet 110M 996.1 563.7 645.4

TAPAS 110M 852.9 443.6 1416.8
TaBERT 110M 734.5 193.2 334.5

FormaT5 770M 1783.1 897.3 915.2
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Figure 10: Exact match accuracy across all benchmarks with

increasing number of examples for FormaT5 and PICARD.

We report average of 25 runs with shuffled rows. FormaT5’s

performance stabilizes with just 2 examples.
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Figure 11: (a) Exact match for FormaT5 based on the place-

holder type in the rule. If a rule has multiple placeholders

of different types, it is counted towards each type. (b) Exact

match as a function of number of placeholders in the rule.

7.3 Abstention (Q3)

To evaluate the quality of predicted placeholders, we train For-
maT5 with and without placeholders and compare the argument
predictions for both models. For example, if the model without
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Figure 12: Exact match accuracy for FormaT5 compared with

(a) adding examples directly in prompt (direct generation),

and (b) sketch generation (all arguments become placehold-

ers) followed by value filling with Cornet. FormaT5 performs

better than both variants.

placeholders correctly predicts an argument, the placeholder model
can change it to (1) a placeholder, (2) the same argument, or (3) an
incorrect argument. Table 5 summarizes these outcomes. We can
see that FormaT5 rarely changes correct arguments to placeholders
(2.4% cases) and converts most incorrect arguments (90.8% cases) to
placeholders—both desirable outcomes. Furthermore, we find that
FormaT5 generates placeholders in only approximately 11% – 22%
of rules (depending on task category) and that these rules usually
have only one placeholder (mean 1.07).

To understand the benefit of predicting placeholders, we compare
FormaT5 to two variants: (1) generating a sketch with all arguments
as placeholders and using Cornet to fill them, and (2) adding
examples to the prompt and generating the rule in a single step
(Examples in Prompt strategy in section-7.2) Figure 12 compares
FormaT5 against both variants for increasing number of examples.
Adding examples in prompt performs worse, as it is hard for a
neural model to extract syntactic constraints from few examples.
Full sketches blow up the number of placeholders (to 3.64 per rule)
that are difficult to fill with few examples. FormaT5, on the other
hand, only generates placeholders in places of under-specification.

FormaT5 uses a symbolic, example-based method to fill place-
holders. We compare this with two other methods: (1) a T5 based
model that takes utterance, examples and masked rule as input to
predict masked arguments, and (2) a decision tree that uses Cornet
predicates and is constrained to the generated rule sketch. Figure 13
shows the exact match accuracy for these different value filling
methods. FormaT5 performs better than both variants.

Figure 14 shows cases from benchmarks where FormaT5 pre-
dicted a hole in the rule. It can be seen that FormaT5 adds placehold-
ers where the provided NL utterance are either under-specified or
ambiguous. For the examples shown, FormaT5 fills all placeholders
correctly and generate the target rule with just a single example.

7.4 Ablations (Q4)

FormaT5 uses (1) table-aware pre-training and (2) constrained
generation. We analyze the impact of both of these.



Table 4: Comparison of FormaT5 with baselines for generating rules with utterance and examples. We report exact (EM) and

execution match (ExM) for the different benchmarks with 1 example given. We consider Chaining (Chain) and Examples
in Prompt (Prompt) stratergy for example selection and report the best strategy for each method. FormaT5 outperforms all

baselines in execution and exact match.

System description (S, S) (S, M) (M, M)

Method Model Strategy EM ExM EM ExM EM ExM

T5 T5 Chain 79.0 81.2 66.7 72.4 52.5 56.3
CodeT5 T5 Chain 79.7 81.6 68.7 74.3 54.1 57.4
CodeT5+ T5 Chain 79.9 81.9 68.7 74.8 55.2 58.2
code-davinci-002 GPT-3.5 Prompt 74.0 75.1 65.9 73.1 50.3 53.4
text-davinci-003 GPT-3.5 Prompt 74.4 75.7 66.3 73.4 51.4 55.1
gpt-3.5-turbo GPT-3.5 Prompt 74.1 76.0 65.3 73.1 50.6 55.2
CodeLlama Llama 2 Chain 72.1 75.3 64.2 72.3 47.3 53.2
StarCoder GPT-2 Prompt 72.4 75.5 64.5 72.9 47.5 53.4

PICARD T5 Chain 80.2 81.7 71.4 77.3 55.6 59.8
Synchromesh GPT 3 Prompt 80.3 81.9 70.7 75.6 54.7 58.6
ValueNet BERT Chain 74.9 75.6 63.0 68.7 46.5 49.80

TAPAS BERT Prompt 76.6 78.1 67.5 73.1 47.8 50.4
TaBERT BERT Prompt 72.2 74.7 64.4 69.9 45.3 48.9
FormaT5 T5 FormaT5 87.4 89.1 78.2 84.8 65.9 69.4

Table 5: Argument outcomes under FormaT5 without (left)

and with (top) abstention. Most correct arguments remain

correct and most incorrect arguments become placeholders.

FormaT5 with placeholders

without placeholders [?] Correct Incorrect

Correct Argument 2.4 97.6 0
Incorrect Argument 90.8 3.4 5.8
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Figure 13: Exact match accuracy for different value filling

models plotted against the number of examples. The exam-

ples are provided in top down order. FormaT5 performs bet-

ter than both T5 and Decision Tree based value filling.

7.4.1 Pre-training. We evaluate the impact of the pre-training ob-
jectives by ablating them. The first three rows of Table 6 show the
exact match accuracy for FormaT5 on different benchmark tasks,
removing one pre-training objective at a time. We find that all ob-
jectives contribute to FormaT5 performance, with table recovery
objective being the most important. The table recovery objective
allows FormaT5 to learn rule and column type associations.

Figure 14: Examples of taskswhere FormaT5 generates a hole

due to underspecification or ambiguity in the NL utterance.

FormaT5 resolves the holes with one example. The scenarios

are from Tutorials and InstructExcel, respectively

7.4.2 Constrained Semantic Decoding (CSD). We use CSD to ensure
reliability of generated rules. The fourth row in Table 6 shows the
performance of FormaT5without CSD. We find that CSD improves
performance by eliminating impossible candidates and forcing the
model to generate a syntactically valid rule.

7.4.3 Encoding Tables. One of the key factors behind the perfor-
mance of FormaT5 is its ability to leverage the table structure along
with the NL utterance. Prior work on integrating NL and Tables
have tried to encode the entire table [23], a subset of rows [53] and
header names [7]. To evaluate FormaT5’s table encoder, in addi-
tion to FormaT5 table encoder, we also implement the following
encoding techniques and compare performance on the benchmarks.

• Utterance Only:We only use the utterance.
• Header Only:We only use table column names.



Table 6: Exact match on all benchmark datasets using the

NL-only approach. M denotes full FormaT5, “–” means the

corresponding component is removed.

Model (S,S) (S,M) (M,M)

M – Rule MSP Objective 77.9 70.3 58.1
M – Rule Tagging Objective 77.7 70.0 58.0
M – Table Objective 77.3 69.5 57.2

M – CSD 77.5 69.7 57.5

M (FormaT5) 78.2 70.7 58.6

Table 7: Exact match on all benchmark categories for differ-

ent table encoders. FormaT5 table encoder performs better

than all variants for our task.

Table Encoder (S, S) (S, M) (M, M)

Utterance Only 74.3 36.2 8.4
Header Only 75.6 68.0 55.9
Schema (FormaT5) 78.2 70.7 58.6
Sample Values 78.0 70.5 58.3
Row Subset 75.8 68.3 56.2

• Schema: FormaT5 table encoder
• Sample Values: We use the schema along with sample

values from the column. The table in Figure 14 will be
encoded as (Students, Text, 90) [COL]
(Library, Text, Yes)...

• Subset of Rows: We use the header and the first 3 rows.
The table in Figure 14 will be encoded as Students,
Library [COL] Student1, Yes [COL]
Student2, No [COL] Student3, No

Table 7 summarizes the exact match accuracy on benchmarks
with different table encoding strategies. FormaT5 beats all variants
as it extracts necessary information from the table while restricting
context size. Performance is worst with only utterance as the table
contains useful type and column information.

7.5 FormaT5 on Different Platforms (CS1)

FormaT5 can be applied to any platform that supports rule-based
formatting based on a fixed grammar. To evaluate the generality
of FormaT5, we evaluate its performance when restricting the
output operators to those available on two additional spreadsheet
platforms: Google Sheets and Apple Numbers.

The predicates used to train FormaT5, drawn from Microsoft
Excel, are a superset of formatting rule trigger operations sup-
ported in Google Sheets and Apple Numbers. We restrict FormaT5
to platform-specific operator subsets at inference time using con-
strained decoding. To execute on a new platform, one would only
need a translator from our DSL to the corresponding runtime.

We see that the performance is comparable when using Google
Sheets operators. Apple Numbers has a limited formatting rule
grammar and hence has the worst performance. Because FormaT5
was trained on Excel data, it is possible that retraining on data from

Table 8: Exact match (top 1 with 1 example) on all benchmark

categories for platform-specific CF rule grammars.

Platform (S,S) (S,M) (M,M)

Google Sheets 80.5 71.3 57.5
Apple Numbers 73.8 63.8 40.6
Microsoft Excel 87.4 78.2 65.9

other platforms would perform better (as users in those domains
may express CF rules differently).

8 LIMITATIONS

Availability of Tables: FormaT5 assumes it has access to the target
table as a collection of named columns. Standard tables can be
easily represented this way. However, spreadsheets can contain
more complex structures (like multi-level headers and summary
rows). Structures vary substantially so even detecting tables in
the grid is an active area of research [12]. Extending FormaT5 to
support more complex table structures is left to future work.

Multiple Tables: FormaT5 does not currently support rules that
span multiple tables. One way of supporting this is to (1) predict
which tables are relevant from the given utterance, (2) proposi-
tionalize them into one large table with fuzzy joins, and (3) apply
FormaT5. While possible, our corpus shows that such rules are rare
in practice: only 314 of 410.6K rules referenced more than 1 table.

Language Use: FormaT5 currently only supports natural lan-
guage utterances in English. Ambiguous utterances are mitigated
with a combination of constrained decoding and the use of examples.
FormaT5 assumes that the user did not provide an example with a
mistake. This is a common assumption in PBE, and is reasonable as
users only needs to provide few examples (a single example for re-
sults in Table 4). Prior work in PBE [11, 20] has learned from noisy
examples. FormaT5 could improve robustness by replacing our
current symbolic PBE learner [46] with one of these alternatives.

Hardware Requirements: As Table 3 shows, the main resource
for FormaT5 is the associated GPU memory needed. We believe
that this requirement is mitigated by the increasing ease of running
model inference on consumer processors (like Apple’s M1).

9 CONCLUSION

We introduce the problem of learning spreadsheet formatting rules
from natural language. We propose FormaT5, a transformer-based
model that takes a table, natural language utterance, and optional
examples, and generates a conditional formatting rule. FormaT5
combines domain pre-training, fine-tuning with abstention, con-
strained decoding, and both NL and example-based abstention reso-
lution. We evaluate on 1053 tasks and show that FormaT5 performs
better across task types and metrics, and is more effective at us-
ing examples. This paper opens future work such as predictive
table formatting, generation over ambiguous NL and table specific
pre-training and designing domain-specific systems for other spe-
cialized data tasks like filtering and cleaning. A similar approach
can be explored for generating spreadsheet formulas from natural
language, as these also contain a high proportion of constant values
and cell references.
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